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Figure 5. Raman spectra acquired on a 2 kg Vickers window glass
indented surface, at different distances to the centre d , along the
X = Y axis (ND: non-densified glass). These Raman spectra are
similar to those obtained after applied hydrostatic pressure above the
elastic threshold, showing permanent densification in the indented
area.

increasing maximal pressure reached. This argues in favour
of Q2 symmetric stretching modes attribution concerning the
600 cm−1 band. Thus, knowing that the 560 cm−1 Raman
band is well attributed to a Q3 symmetric stretching mode, σ

Raman parameter variation (chosen for the calibration curve)
is directly linked to the Q3 → Q2 population variation when
pmax increases in the irreversible pressure domain.

4.2. Window glass densification under Vickers indentation;
iso-density curves

Different stress states and anisotropies have been encountered
for experimentation in DAC (hydrostatic pressure) and
indentation (non-hydrostatic pressure). However, it has
been mentioned above (cf section 3.2) that non-hydrostatic
compression does not affect the structural modifications which
induce permanent densification. Thus, the Raman spectrum
of a glass recovered after applied high mechanical stresses at

ambient temperature can be viewed as a signature of its density.
This result allows us to translate pressure indent mapping
into density mapping using the pressure ↔ density relation
obtained by Ji et al after high hydrostatic pressure experiments
conducted using an octahedral multi-anvil apparatus [22]. This
latter relation is approximately linear in the pressure-induced
density change domain (according to our results, from 6.9 to
16.2 GPa), and the density saturation ratio is equal to 6.3%. We
note that Ji et al compressed the glass samples for 1 h. In the
present study, the samples have been compressed for 12 h. This
may cause a slight difference in the permanent densification
ratio.

Thus, the experimental Raman mapping can be converted
into a map of permanent densification ratio. Figure 6 represents
simultaneously the Raman experimental results, the pressure
mapping and the densification mapping for 1 and 2 kg Vickers
indented window glass.

4.3. Comparison between window glass and silica glass
plasticity

On the basis of their mechanical properties, oxide glasses have
been split into two classes: ‘normal’ glasses and ‘anomalous’
glasses [11–15]. The criterion of this division is the elastic
moduli behaviour of glasses under external thermodynamic
parameters (p, T ) variation. A glass is called ‘normal’ if the
elastic moduli, like shear modulus G or longitudinal modulus
M , show the same behaviour as crystals. In this case, the elastic
moduli increase with pressure and decrease with temperature.
The great majority of materials exhibits this variation, and
window glass belongs to this class [14].

On the other hand, strong glass formers like a-SiO2, a-
GeO2, or slightly depolymerized silicate glasses (for example
(Na2O)x –(SiO2)1−x with 0 < x < 0.1) are called ‘anomalous’
glasses, because their elastic behaviour is the opposite of
‘normal’ glasses [14, 19, 36–42]. For instance, hydrostatic
compression of silica glass up to 2.5 GPa reveals a monotonic
decrease of the G and M elastic moduli. These anomalies
are attributed to the open tetrahedral network of amorphous
silica and germania. Besides, let us note that several current
experimental and theoretical studies are being carried out

Figure 6. A 1/4 sector of 1 and 2 kg Vickers indented window glass Raman mapping. Only a 1/8 sector has been experimentally mapped but
we present the X = Y axial symmetry for a better visualization. Experimental σ values are converted to pmax (using the calibration curve of
figure 4(c)) and the densification ratio "ρ/ρ using [22]. (0, 0) defines the indent centre and the graduated axis symbolizes the diagonals of the
indents (X and Y axes, see figure 1).
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spherical with increasing glass normality. These contrasted shapes for the iso-density
contours of normal and anomalous glasses is the main result of the paper. It is to be
emphasized that it should be robust against uncertainties in the quantitative
conversion between spectroscopic features and density.

6. Finite element analysis of the indentation-induced densification process

In a previous paper [19], we have shown that a constitutive model based on the
mechanics of porous materials can be used to predict indentation-induced densifi-
cation maps on silica. In this section, we test the predictions of the model on the
maps shown in the previous sections. For a similar normal glass, the densification
under high pressure has been measured recently [22].

Let us just recall the main features of this constitutive model. In compression, the
yield criterion is

f ð!ijÞ ¼
q

qc

! "2

þ p

pc

! "2

%1, ð2Þ

where pc is the (hydrostatic) plastic limit in pure hydrostatic loading and qc the
(shear) plastic limit in pure deviatoric loading. This form of the yield criterion allows
us to consider an associative flow rule. The densification-induced hardening is
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Figure 5. Densification maps obtained on sample G1 (a) (iso-density contours with 0.5%
increments) and on amorphous silica (b) (iso-density contours with 2.5% increments, increasing
from outside the contact area to inside). The iso-density contours for the ‘normal’ glass (a) are
close to circular while they are star-shaped for the silica which is an ‘anomalous’ glass.
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(Fig. 7a). As shown in Fig. 1b, there are several cracks
in the contact region. It can thus be assumed that the
elastic energy stored is released during the propagation
of these cracks. Consequently, we have also computed
the densification by taking into account only the plastic
strain (Fig. 7b). In this case, the densification is two
times lower. It points out that contrary to silica, the
magnitude of the bulk plastic deformation and the bulk

elastic deformation are of the same order of size. A
quite good agreement with the densification computed
from the plastic strain only can be observed.

Discussion

Results in Fig. 2 show that the 500–730 cm!1

band is modified during the Vickers indentation. In par-
ticular, the relative intensity of the Raman bands sug-
gests a decrease in Q3 species at the expense of Q2

species.14 These structural changes are reflected at the
macroscopic scale by a permanent densification of the
window glass. Observe that the maximum ratio of densi-
fication of the window glass (6.3%) is much lower than
that of silica (20%). Despite the width of the Raman
band, it is possible to establish a calibration curve allow-
ing the direct determination of the densification ratio
from the Raman shift of the centroı̈d of the band.

On Fig. 4b, it is then shown that the maximum
densification ratio at the center of the indent is
approximately equal within the experimental errors for
the 10 N (3.6%) and for the 20 N (3.8%) loads. A
part of this experimental error is due to the z resolution
of the X50 objective (9 lm).It means that the Raman
analysis is performed with an integration of the Raman
signal over 9 lm for both 10N and 20 N loads,

Fig. 5. Top view mapping of the densification ratio as function
of the normalized distance from the indent center for 20 N
indent outside (black square) or on a precrack line (red circles).

(a) (b)

(a’)

(b’)

Fig. 6. Optical microscope and Raman mapping of the iso-density curves for a 20 N Vickers load in side view (a,a´) and top view (b,b´).
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'
'
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surfaces.'
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Loi.de.comportement:'permet'de'définir'le'lien'entre'des'grandeurs'cinéma4ques'
(tenseur'des'déforma4on)'et'les'grandeurs'dynamiques'(tenseur'des'contraintes).'
•  Cas'le'plus'simple:'en'élas4cité'c’est'la'loi'de'Hooke'(18ème'siècle).'
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Figure 5. Raman spectra acquired on a 2 kg Vickers window glass
indented surface, at different distances to the centre d , along the
X = Y axis (ND: non-densified glass). These Raman spectra are
similar to those obtained after applied hydrostatic pressure above the
elastic threshold, showing permanent densification in the indented
area.

increasing maximal pressure reached. This argues in favour
of Q2 symmetric stretching modes attribution concerning the
600 cm−1 band. Thus, knowing that the 560 cm−1 Raman
band is well attributed to a Q3 symmetric stretching mode, σ

Raman parameter variation (chosen for the calibration curve)
is directly linked to the Q3 → Q2 population variation when
pmax increases in the irreversible pressure domain.

4.2. Window glass densification under Vickers indentation;
iso-density curves

Different stress states and anisotropies have been encountered
for experimentation in DAC (hydrostatic pressure) and
indentation (non-hydrostatic pressure). However, it has
been mentioned above (cf section 3.2) that non-hydrostatic
compression does not affect the structural modifications which
induce permanent densification. Thus, the Raman spectrum
of a glass recovered after applied high mechanical stresses at

ambient temperature can be viewed as a signature of its density.
This result allows us to translate pressure indent mapping
into density mapping using the pressure ↔ density relation
obtained by Ji et al after high hydrostatic pressure experiments
conducted using an octahedral multi-anvil apparatus [22]. This
latter relation is approximately linear in the pressure-induced
density change domain (according to our results, from 6.9 to
16.2 GPa), and the density saturation ratio is equal to 6.3%. We
note that Ji et al compressed the glass samples for 1 h. In the
present study, the samples have been compressed for 12 h. This
may cause a slight difference in the permanent densification
ratio.

Thus, the experimental Raman mapping can be converted
into a map of permanent densification ratio. Figure 6 represents
simultaneously the Raman experimental results, the pressure
mapping and the densification mapping for 1 and 2 kg Vickers
indented window glass.

4.3. Comparison between window glass and silica glass
plasticity

On the basis of their mechanical properties, oxide glasses have
been split into two classes: ‘normal’ glasses and ‘anomalous’
glasses [11–15]. The criterion of this division is the elastic
moduli behaviour of glasses under external thermodynamic
parameters (p, T ) variation. A glass is called ‘normal’ if the
elastic moduli, like shear modulus G or longitudinal modulus
M , show the same behaviour as crystals. In this case, the elastic
moduli increase with pressure and decrease with temperature.
The great majority of materials exhibits this variation, and
window glass belongs to this class [14].

On the other hand, strong glass formers like a-SiO2, a-
GeO2, or slightly depolymerized silicate glasses (for example
(Na2O)x –(SiO2)1−x with 0 < x < 0.1) are called ‘anomalous’
glasses, because their elastic behaviour is the opposite of
‘normal’ glasses [14, 19, 36–42]. For instance, hydrostatic
compression of silica glass up to 2.5 GPa reveals a monotonic
decrease of the G and M elastic moduli. These anomalies
are attributed to the open tetrahedral network of amorphous
silica and germania. Besides, let us note that several current
experimental and theoretical studies are being carried out

Figure 6. A 1/4 sector of 1 and 2 kg Vickers indented window glass Raman mapping. Only a 1/8 sector has been experimentally mapped but
we present the X = Y axial symmetry for a better visualization. Experimental σ values are converted to pmax (using the calibration curve of
figure 4(c)) and the densification ratio "ρ/ρ using [22]. (0, 0) defines the indent centre and the graduated axis symbolizes the diagonals of the
indents (X and Y axes, see figure 1).
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spherical with increasing glass normality. These contrasted shapes for the iso-density
contours of normal and anomalous glasses is the main result of the paper. It is to be
emphasized that it should be robust against uncertainties in the quantitative
conversion between spectroscopic features and density.

6. Finite element analysis of the indentation-induced densification process

In a previous paper [19], we have shown that a constitutive model based on the
mechanics of porous materials can be used to predict indentation-induced densifi-
cation maps on silica. In this section, we test the predictions of the model on the
maps shown in the previous sections. For a similar normal glass, the densification
under high pressure has been measured recently [22].

Let us just recall the main features of this constitutive model. In compression, the
yield criterion is

f ð!ijÞ ¼
q

qc

! "2

þ p

pc

! "2

%1, ð2Þ

where pc is the (hydrostatic) plastic limit in pure hydrostatic loading and qc the
(shear) plastic limit in pure deviatoric loading. This form of the yield criterion allows
us to consider an associative flow rule. The densification-induced hardening is
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Figure 5. Densification maps obtained on sample G1 (a) (iso-density contours with 0.5%
increments) and on amorphous silica (b) (iso-density contours with 2.5% increments, increasing
from outside the contact area to inside). The iso-density contours for the ‘normal’ glass (a) are
close to circular while they are star-shaped for the silica which is an ‘anomalous’ glass.
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(Fig. 7a). As shown in Fig. 1b, there are several cracks
in the contact region. It can thus be assumed that the
elastic energy stored is released during the propagation
of these cracks. Consequently, we have also computed
the densification by taking into account only the plastic
strain (Fig. 7b). In this case, the densification is two
times lower. It points out that contrary to silica, the
magnitude of the bulk plastic deformation and the bulk

elastic deformation are of the same order of size. A
quite good agreement with the densification computed
from the plastic strain only can be observed.

Discussion

Results in Fig. 2 show that the 500–730 cm!1

band is modified during the Vickers indentation. In par-
ticular, the relative intensity of the Raman bands sug-
gests a decrease in Q3 species at the expense of Q2

species.14 These structural changes are reflected at the
macroscopic scale by a permanent densification of the
window glass. Observe that the maximum ratio of densi-
fication of the window glass (6.3%) is much lower than
that of silica (20%). Despite the width of the Raman
band, it is possible to establish a calibration curve allow-
ing the direct determination of the densification ratio
from the Raman shift of the centroı̈d of the band.

On Fig. 4b, it is then shown that the maximum
densification ratio at the center of the indent is
approximately equal within the experimental errors for
the 10 N (3.6%) and for the 20 N (3.8%) loads. A
part of this experimental error is due to the z resolution
of the X50 objective (9 lm).It means that the Raman
analysis is performed with an integration of the Raman
signal over 9 lm for both 10N and 20 N loads,

Fig. 5. Top view mapping of the densification ratio as function
of the normalized distance from the indent center for 20 N
indent outside (black square) or on a precrack line (red circles).

(a) (b)

(a’)

(b’)

Fig. 6. Optical microscope and Raman mapping of the iso-density curves for a 20 N Vickers load in side view (a,a´) and top view (b,b´).
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Accès'au'champ'de'
contrainte'

'=>'Seuil'de'fissura4on,'
Propaga4on'

Que'cherchons'nous?'

Hydrosta4c'core'

Zone''
plas4que'

•  Taille'et'forme'de'la'zone'
plas4que'(densifiée)'

•  Paysage'(tau'de'
densifica4on,'gradients'
locaux?)'

•  Changement'structuraux'
associés:'(hydrosta4que,'
cisaillement,'couplages)'

Modèle'd’expansion'
de'cavité'sphérique'
de'Johnson'(1970)'

Zone'
élas4que'

Modèle' permeRant' de'
décrire' le' comportement'
mécanique'des'verres'M.'MaUa'et'al.'

(2006),'IJSS,'43,'20,'
5994'
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Approches' développées' par' la' communauté'
pour' étudier' la' plas4cité' des' verres' et'
comprendre'l’endommagement'sous'contact.'

Chargement.mécanique.simple.
Essais'hydrosta4que'
Enclume'diamant'

Chargement.mécanique.complexe:.
Hydrosta4que'+'cisaillement'

Indenta4on,'rayage'

Modifica=ons.structurales..
Microscopies'Raman'–'Brillouin.
Varia4on'de'module'élas4que'

 Cartographie'de'densifica4on'permanente'
Sonde'chimique'de'la'plas4cité'

Ingénierie.du.chargement.mécanique.
Micro'piliers'

Modélisa=ons.numériques:.
MD''
MED'
MEF'

Compa4bilité'
Échelles'd’espace'et'de''temps'

Recalage'/'à'l’expérimenta4on'

Loi'de'
comportement'

Lyon,'Marcoule'
Bordeaux'

St'E4enne,'Lorient,'Annecy'

Lyon,'Clermont'Ferrand,…'

Paris,'Montpellier,'Rennes'

Paris,'Montpellier,'Lyon,'Rennes'

Paris'
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University of Florida: Quantum Theory Project 

No dislocations, no LRO but MRO and SRO, a lot of free volume 30 %  
Atomic'structure'of'glass':'silica'

Amorphous silica (SiO2)'

Plas4city?'Yes!'
(1)  Permanent'densifica4on'(hysdrosta4c'tes4ngs)'
(2)  Shear'flow,'volume'conserva4ve'mechanism'but'

s4ll'no'explana4on'(only'MD'simula4on')'

Intérêt'de'la'dynamique'moléculaire'
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Intérêt'de'la'dynamique'moléculaire'

Origine'structurelle'de'la'déforma4on'plas4que':''
•  Propose.des.mécanismes.physiques.possibles.de.déforma=on.

'Forte'localisa4on'des'évènements'plas4ques'(réorganisa4on'
'locale'de'la'ma4ère)'
'Redistribu4on'locale'des'contraintes'

•  Possibilité.de.varier.à.volonté.les.condi=ons.de.chargement.(P,.S,.P+S).
•  Difficile'à'vérifier'expérimentalement'…'quoique'Raman?'
•  Comparaison'quan4ta4ve'avec'l’expérimenta4on':'pb'échelle'de'temps,'

d’espace''

C.'Fusco'et'al.'P.'Rev.'E'(2010),'82,'066116'
B.'ManNsi'et'al.'E.'Phys.'J.'B.,'(2012),'85,'304'

compression' cisaillement'
Intensité'des'déplacements'non'affine'(écart'à'un'comportement'homogène)''

Tend'vers'les'EF'



Intérêt'de'la'dynamique'moléculaire'
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Essais'd’indenta4on:''

D.A.'Kilymis,'J.M.'Delaye,'JNCS'(2013),'382,'87'

Indenta4on'Vickers/'SiO2'

Zone'plas4que'sous'
chargement'max'

Courbe'd’indenta4on'

Vis'à'vis'de'l’expérience'réelle?'
Échelle'd’espace'(ok)'si'dans'régime'de'
similarité'géométrique'de'l’indenta4on'
et'loin'd’un'V.E.R.'
Echelle.de.temps:.850.ps.v.s..20.s.!?!.

8'nm'
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Densifica4on'under'high'level'of'hydrosta4c'pressure'(up'to'30'GPa)'

Mul4'anvil'system,'octahedral'moun4ng'

Densifica=on.of.Glass.(Bulk):.hydrosta=c.pressure.

(1963) J. D. Mackenzie, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 46"
Effect of temperature effect of shear on densification, curing of densification(initial volume 
recovery by TT."

(1953)'P.'W.'Bridgman'and'I.'Simon,'J.'Appl.'Phys.,''
existence'of'a'threshold'below'which'no'permanent'densifica4on'is'observed'

Hui'Ji'PhD'thesis'
Rouxel Advanced Materials Research Vols. 39-40 (2008)!

Cellule'à'enclume'diamant'

P'Gillet,'ENS'Lyon'
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ρ0'Ini4al'density'
Δρ'Density'varia4on'

Δρ/ρ0   %'

Hydrosta4c'pressure'GPa'

Threshold'

Satura4on'

Rouxel et al. Phys. Rev. Let. (2008)!

Permanent'Densifica4on'of'Glass:'Hydrosta4c'tests'

(1953)'P.'W.'Bridgman'and'I.'Simon,'J.'Appl.'Phys.,''
existence'of'a'threshold'below'which'no'permanent'densifica4on'is'observed'
(1963)'J.'D.'Mackenzie,'J.'Am.'Ceram.'Soc.'46'

6.5%'

21'%'

Window'glass'
SiO2'

T.'Deschamps'et'al.,'J.'Phys:'Cond.'MaUer,'25'
(2013),'25402.'
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[Hehlen'2010]'Silica:. Decrease'of'the'SiOSi'inter'tetrahedral'mean'bond'angle'

Window.glass:'[Deschamps'2011]':'Decrease'of'the'SiOSi'mean'bond'angle'
And'loss'of'connec4vity'Q3'55>'Q2'
Possible'clustering'of'mobile'ions'(Na+)'(MD'simula4on)'

Zachariasen'(1932)'

But'all'the'n5folded'rings'(258)'are'not'equally'affected,'the'smaller'the'lesser'ΔθSiOSi'(3'and'4'
folded'are'weakly'affected'by'densifica4on':'50,5°)'
Change'of'mean'angle'value'is'progressively'increasing'with'the'level'of'densifica4on.'ΔθSiOSi'
='55.7°'at'satura4on.'

Densifica4on'et'Modifica4ons'structurales''

θSiOSi..

Raman'spectroscopy'

n5folded'rings'(258)'

Q3' Q2'

densifica4on'
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C.'Sonneville,'T.'Deschamps,'C.'MarNnet,'D.'de'Ligny,'A.'Mermet,'and'B.'Champagnon,'Polyamorphic'
transiNons'in'silica'glass,'Journal'of'NonGCrystalline'Solids,'(2013)'

•  Spectroscopie'Raman:''globalement,'varia4on'progressive'des'
changements'structuraux'avec'le'niveau'de'pression'hydrosta4que.''

•  Forte'corréla4on'entre'SiOSi'et'le'tau'de'densifica4on'

Densifica4on'et'Modifica4ons'structurales''
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 Densified glass has a Raman signature 
 Densification may be cured!!  by a proper thermal treatment ( 0.9* Tg (K), 2 
hours) [Mackenzie(1963), Neely & Mackenzie (1968), Yoshida (2001, 2005, 2007)] 

Silica glass 

[Raman'study:'Satoshi'Y.,GOMD'2009,'Vancouver'on'1'N'indentaNons,'AFM'pictures:'Niu'YGF,'Guin'JGP'LARMAUR]'

Densifica4on'at'indenta4on'site'

Before annealing After annealing 

0.9*Tg, 2 hours 

Densification signal Back to normal 

Raman'signal'

D1
s.

D2
s.

D1
s.

D2
s.

Confocal'Raman'Spectroscopy'as'a'3D'probe'for'mapping'the'zone'affected'by'
densifica4on'at'indenta4on'site'



Densifica4on'–'Indenta4on'et'Microscopie'Raman'
Vers'un'dialogue'Expérience'5modélisa4on'

Micro'Raman'spectroscopy'

Micro'Brillouin'spectroscopy'

Silica'glass,'Vickers'
indenta4on,'20'N.'

[A..Kassir]Bodon.(2012)].
[Perriot.(2006)]..

Window'glass,'
Vickers'
Indenta4on,'20'N'

Vickers'indenta4on'on'window'glass,'
20'N''

Permanent'
densifica4on'
ra4o'''
mapping'

Δρ/ρ0   %'

[B..Rufflé.et.al..(2012)].

G..Kermouche.et.al../.Acta.Materialia..(2008).

CRACKS'

Modeling'experiment'

18'

PROBLEM.:'spa4al'resolu4on'of'those'spectroscopies'
is'about'1'µm''a'large'densified'zone'must'be'
obtained'thus'high'indenta4on'loads'must'be'used''
plas4city'plus'damage.'ATTENTION!'

Loi'de'comportement'!''
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With the aim of observing the effect of taking into
account the fine material behaviour (as reported in Sec-
tion 1), the constitutive models of Lambropoulos [22] and
Kermouche et al. [23] have also been implemented in the
computer program with their material parameters, using
the procedure depicted in Section 2. To make sure that
each implementation was correctly made, we ran a numer-
ical simulation of the indentation test (axisymmetric condi-
tions, frictionless contact). The results were the same as
those reported in their papers, with threshold pressures of
9 and 11.5 GPa, respectively.

The ex situ information extracted from Ref. [19] pro-
vides quantitative values of the densification behaviour as
well as the changes in elastic parameters. We wonder
whether our constitutive model detailed in Section 2, using
the material parameters extracted in Section 3, is able to
describe the in situ mechanical response of the test, i.e.
the pressure–density curve taken from Ref. [9] for the load-
ing part on pristine samples compressed to full densifica-
tion and that of Ref. [29] for the unloading curve on
fully densified samples compressed in a reversible way
(Fig. 1). The first paper [9] allows one to extract the pres-
sure–volume changes or pressure–density changes at room
temperature up to 25 GPa without appreciable irreversible

changes in the short-range order. The density changes from
2.2 g cm!3 (initial density q0) at zero pressure to
"3.6 g cm!3 at "23 GPa. We combine this with data on
a fully densified silica glass sample (initial density of
2.67 g cm!3) compressed up to 10 GPa [29], then down to
zero. Fig. 6 is a modification of Fig. 1, where the x-axis
is the volumetric strain, calculated using Eq. (2).

The results from numerical simulations accounting or
not for the changes in elastic moduli, along with the models
of Lambropoulos and Kermouche et al., are plotted in
Fig. 6. These two latter models were found to be relevant
for describing the indentation behaviour of silica glass,
despite differing in their formulations, especially in the
description of pressure-induced densification [24,23]. Con-
sidering these models in Fig. 6 allows one to observe the
influence of each additional mechanism, namely the onset
of densification (label 1), the hardening-like behaviour
(label 2), the threshold for pressure (label 3) and the
changes in elastic moduli (label 4). For a given applied
pressure of 25 GPa, the model from Kermouche et al. (lin-
ear hardening, label 2) predicts a volumetric change of
"!1.2. The model developed in this paper predicts a value
of "!0.9 when accounting only for the saturation in den-
sification (label 3). When also taking into account the

Fig. 6. Mechanical response of the hydrostatic compression test on silica glass (pressure vs. volumetric strain). Experimental data: pristine sample (closed
symbols) from Sato and Funamori [9] and fully densified sample (open symbols) from Wakabayashi et al. [29]. Comparison with numerical simulations
using four different models of growing complexity (labels 1–4).

V. Keryvin et al. / Acta Materialia 62 (2014) 250–257 255

'Keryvin'et'Al.'Acta'Mat'62'(2014)'250G257'

2'cons4tu4ve'laws'have'been'proposed'
in' the' literature' :' Lambropoulos,'
Kermouche.' None' of' them' describes'
properly' a' hydrosta4c' compression'
test!'(l’essai'le'plus'simple).'

Cons4tu4ve'law':'modeling'of'a'simple'
hydrosta4c'loading'silica'glass'

Sato'et'al.,'Phys'Rev'LeU'2008;''
Wakabayashi'et'al.,'Phys'Rev'B'(2011);''
Lambropoulos'et'al.'J'Amer'Ceram'Soc'1997;'
Kermouche'et'al.'Acta'Mater'2008;''

Kermouche'
No'satura4on'
No'changes'in'B'

Lambropoulos'
No'hardening'
No'satura4on'
No'changes'in'B'

Clear'
influence'of'
satura4on'and'
changes'in'
elas4c'moduli'

First''cons4tu4ve'law'describing'appropriately'a'pure'
hydrosta4c'tes4ng'of'SiO2':'2014'!!!'

Dialogue'expérience'modélisa4on'numérique':'Hydrosta4que'
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Lambropoulos'et'al.'J'Am.'Ceram'Soc'(1997)'
'

Kermouche'et'al.'Acta'Mater.'(2004).'

Silice'amorphe'

Indenta4on'Berkovich,'10'mN'

Modèle'associé,''
critère'de'plas4cité'linéaire'
Pas'de'satura4on'
'

Modèle'associé,''
Critère'de'plas4cité'ellip4que'
avec'un'accroissement'de'la'
limite'élas4que'avec'le'tau'de'
densifica4on.'Pas'de'
satura4on.'

Modèle'séquen4el'à'
écoulement'plas4que''non'
associé'
'

Keryvin'et'al.'Acta'Mat.'(2014)'modifiée,''

PROBLEM.:..3'really'different'cons4tu4ve'laws'are'able'to'fit'almost'perfectly'a'10'
mN'experimental'Berkovich'indenta4on'curve.'Load5displacement'curve'is'not'
discriminatory!'

Dialogue'expérience'modélisa4on'numérique':'Indenta4on'

Il'nous'reste'la'courbe'd’indenta4on!'



Est'on'coincé?'
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1)  U4liser'd’autres'essais'mécaniques'(essais'sur'piliers)'

2)  U4liser'l’indenta4on'aux'faible'charges'(mN)'mais'
trouver'un'moyen'd’obtenir'des'informa4ons'sur'la'
zone'plas4que;'



1)'Essais'sur'piliers'de'silice'

22'

R.'Lacroix,'et'al.,'PlasNc'deformaNon'and'residual'stresses'in'amorphous'silica'pillars'under'uniaxial'loading,'Acta'
Mat.,'60'(2012),'5555.'
R.'Lacroix'et'al.,'MiG'cropillar'tesNng'of'amorphous'silica,'InternaNonal'Journal'of'Applied'Glass'Science,'3'(2012),'36'

Intérêt:''

Hydrosta=que'='pauvre'(pas'de'cisaillement)'
Indenta=on'(riche)'hydrosta4que'+'cisaillement'mais'complexe'
Micro.pilier.:'«proche»'d’un'essai'de'compression'uni'axial,'limita4on'
de' l’effet' hydrosta4que' de' confinement' élas4que' présent' en'
indenta4on'(matériau'infini'entourant'la'zone'plas4que')'



•  Indenta4on'behavior'and'cracking'systems'are'composi4on'dependent'

Plas4city''and'surface'damage':'indenta4on'as'an'efficient'tool'

Indentation test 

F'
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Figure 5. Raman spectra acquired on a 2 kg Vickers window glass
indented surface, at different distances to the centre d , along the
X = Y axis (ND: non-densified glass). These Raman spectra are
similar to those obtained after applied hydrostatic pressure above the
elastic threshold, showing permanent densification in the indented
area.

increasing maximal pressure reached. This argues in favour
of Q2 symmetric stretching modes attribution concerning the
600 cm−1 band. Thus, knowing that the 560 cm−1 Raman
band is well attributed to a Q3 symmetric stretching mode, σ

Raman parameter variation (chosen for the calibration curve)
is directly linked to the Q3 → Q2 population variation when
pmax increases in the irreversible pressure domain.

4.2. Window glass densification under Vickers indentation;
iso-density curves

Different stress states and anisotropies have been encountered
for experimentation in DAC (hydrostatic pressure) and
indentation (non-hydrostatic pressure). However, it has
been mentioned above (cf section 3.2) that non-hydrostatic
compression does not affect the structural modifications which
induce permanent densification. Thus, the Raman spectrum
of a glass recovered after applied high mechanical stresses at

ambient temperature can be viewed as a signature of its density.
This result allows us to translate pressure indent mapping
into density mapping using the pressure ↔ density relation
obtained by Ji et al after high hydrostatic pressure experiments
conducted using an octahedral multi-anvil apparatus [22]. This
latter relation is approximately linear in the pressure-induced
density change domain (according to our results, from 6.9 to
16.2 GPa), and the density saturation ratio is equal to 6.3%. We
note that Ji et al compressed the glass samples for 1 h. In the
present study, the samples have been compressed for 12 h. This
may cause a slight difference in the permanent densification
ratio.

Thus, the experimental Raman mapping can be converted
into a map of permanent densification ratio. Figure 6 represents
simultaneously the Raman experimental results, the pressure
mapping and the densification mapping for 1 and 2 kg Vickers
indented window glass.

4.3. Comparison between window glass and silica glass
plasticity

On the basis of their mechanical properties, oxide glasses have
been split into two classes: ‘normal’ glasses and ‘anomalous’
glasses [11–15]. The criterion of this division is the elastic
moduli behaviour of glasses under external thermodynamic
parameters (p, T ) variation. A glass is called ‘normal’ if the
elastic moduli, like shear modulus G or longitudinal modulus
M , show the same behaviour as crystals. In this case, the elastic
moduli increase with pressure and decrease with temperature.
The great majority of materials exhibits this variation, and
window glass belongs to this class [14].

On the other hand, strong glass formers like a-SiO2, a-
GeO2, or slightly depolymerized silicate glasses (for example
(Na2O)x –(SiO2)1−x with 0 < x < 0.1) are called ‘anomalous’
glasses, because their elastic behaviour is the opposite of
‘normal’ glasses [14, 19, 36–42]. For instance, hydrostatic
compression of silica glass up to 2.5 GPa reveals a monotonic
decrease of the G and M elastic moduli. These anomalies
are attributed to the open tetrahedral network of amorphous
silica and germania. Besides, let us note that several current
experimental and theoretical studies are being carried out

Figure 6. A 1/4 sector of 1 and 2 kg Vickers indented window glass Raman mapping. Only a 1/8 sector has been experimentally mapped but
we present the X = Y axial symmetry for a better visualization. Experimental σ values are converted to pmax (using the calibration curve of
figure 4(c)) and the densification ratio "ρ/ρ using [22]. (0, 0) defines the indent centre and the graduated axis symbolizes the diagonals of the
indents (X and Y axes, see figure 1).
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Figure 5. Raman spectra acquired on a 2 kg Vickers window glass
indented surface, at different distances to the centre d , along the
X = Y axis (ND: non-densified glass). These Raman spectra are
similar to those obtained after applied hydrostatic pressure above the
elastic threshold, showing permanent densification in the indented
area.

increasing maximal pressure reached. This argues in favour
of Q2 symmetric stretching modes attribution concerning the
600 cm−1 band. Thus, knowing that the 560 cm−1 Raman
band is well attributed to a Q3 symmetric stretching mode, σ

Raman parameter variation (chosen for the calibration curve)
is directly linked to the Q3 → Q2 population variation when
pmax increases in the irreversible pressure domain.

4.2. Window glass densification under Vickers indentation;
iso-density curves

Different stress states and anisotropies have been encountered
for experimentation in DAC (hydrostatic pressure) and
indentation (non-hydrostatic pressure). However, it has
been mentioned above (cf section 3.2) that non-hydrostatic
compression does not affect the structural modifications which
induce permanent densification. Thus, the Raman spectrum
of a glass recovered after applied high mechanical stresses at

ambient temperature can be viewed as a signature of its density.
This result allows us to translate pressure indent mapping
into density mapping using the pressure ↔ density relation
obtained by Ji et al after high hydrostatic pressure experiments
conducted using an octahedral multi-anvil apparatus [22]. This
latter relation is approximately linear in the pressure-induced
density change domain (according to our results, from 6.9 to
16.2 GPa), and the density saturation ratio is equal to 6.3%. We
note that Ji et al compressed the glass samples for 1 h. In the
present study, the samples have been compressed for 12 h. This
may cause a slight difference in the permanent densification
ratio.

Thus, the experimental Raman mapping can be converted
into a map of permanent densification ratio. Figure 6 represents
simultaneously the Raman experimental results, the pressure
mapping and the densification mapping for 1 and 2 kg Vickers
indented window glass.

4.3. Comparison between window glass and silica glass
plasticity

On the basis of their mechanical properties, oxide glasses have
been split into two classes: ‘normal’ glasses and ‘anomalous’
glasses [11–15]. The criterion of this division is the elastic
moduli behaviour of glasses under external thermodynamic
parameters (p, T ) variation. A glass is called ‘normal’ if the
elastic moduli, like shear modulus G or longitudinal modulus
M , show the same behaviour as crystals. In this case, the elastic
moduli increase with pressure and decrease with temperature.
The great majority of materials exhibits this variation, and
window glass belongs to this class [14].

On the other hand, strong glass formers like a-SiO2, a-
GeO2, or slightly depolymerized silicate glasses (for example
(Na2O)x –(SiO2)1−x with 0 < x < 0.1) are called ‘anomalous’
glasses, because their elastic behaviour is the opposite of
‘normal’ glasses [14, 19, 36–42]. For instance, hydrostatic
compression of silica glass up to 2.5 GPa reveals a monotonic
decrease of the G and M elastic moduli. These anomalies
are attributed to the open tetrahedral network of amorphous
silica and germania. Besides, let us note that several current
experimental and theoretical studies are being carried out

Figure 6. A 1/4 sector of 1 and 2 kg Vickers indented window glass Raman mapping. Only a 1/8 sector has been experimentally mapped but
we present the X = Y axial symmetry for a better visualization. Experimental σ values are converted to pmax (using the calibration curve of
figure 4(c)) and the densification ratio "ρ/ρ using [22]. (0, 0) defines the indent centre and the graduated axis symbolizes the diagonals of the
indents (X and Y axes, see figure 1).
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spherical with increasing glass normality. These contrasted shapes for the iso-density
contours of normal and anomalous glasses is the main result of the paper. It is to be
emphasized that it should be robust against uncertainties in the quantitative
conversion between spectroscopic features and density.

6. Finite element analysis of the indentation-induced densification process

In a previous paper [19], we have shown that a constitutive model based on the
mechanics of porous materials can be used to predict indentation-induced densifi-
cation maps on silica. In this section, we test the predictions of the model on the
maps shown in the previous sections. For a similar normal glass, the densification
under high pressure has been measured recently [22].

Let us just recall the main features of this constitutive model. In compression, the
yield criterion is

f ð!ijÞ ¼
q

qc

! "2

þ p

pc

! "2

%1, ð2Þ

where pc is the (hydrostatic) plastic limit in pure hydrostatic loading and qc the
(shear) plastic limit in pure deviatoric loading. This form of the yield criterion allows
us to consider an associative flow rule. The densification-induced hardening is
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Figure 5. Densification maps obtained on sample G1 (a) (iso-density contours with 0.5%
increments) and on amorphous silica (b) (iso-density contours with 2.5% increments, increasing
from outside the contact area to inside). The iso-density contours for the ‘normal’ glass (a) are
close to circular while they are star-shaped for the silica which is an ‘anomalous’ glass.
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(Fig. 7a). As shown in Fig. 1b, there are several cracks
in the contact region. It can thus be assumed that the
elastic energy stored is released during the propagation
of these cracks. Consequently, we have also computed
the densification by taking into account only the plastic
strain (Fig. 7b). In this case, the densification is two
times lower. It points out that contrary to silica, the
magnitude of the bulk plastic deformation and the bulk

elastic deformation are of the same order of size. A
quite good agreement with the densification computed
from the plastic strain only can be observed.

Discussion

Results in Fig. 2 show that the 500–730 cm!1

band is modified during the Vickers indentation. In par-
ticular, the relative intensity of the Raman bands sug-
gests a decrease in Q3 species at the expense of Q2

species.14 These structural changes are reflected at the
macroscopic scale by a permanent densification of the
window glass. Observe that the maximum ratio of densi-
fication of the window glass (6.3%) is much lower than
that of silica (20%). Despite the width of the Raman
band, it is possible to establish a calibration curve allow-
ing the direct determination of the densification ratio
from the Raman shift of the centroı̈d of the band.

On Fig. 4b, it is then shown that the maximum
densification ratio at the center of the indent is
approximately equal within the experimental errors for
the 10 N (3.6%) and for the 20 N (3.8%) loads. A
part of this experimental error is due to the z resolution
of the X50 objective (9 lm).It means that the Raman
analysis is performed with an integration of the Raman
signal over 9 lm for both 10N and 20 N loads,

Fig. 5. Top view mapping of the densification ratio as function
of the normalized distance from the indent center for 20 N
indent outside (black square) or on a precrack line (red circles).

(a) (b)

(a’)

(b’)

Fig. 6. Optical microscope and Raman mapping of the iso-density curves for a 20 N Vickers load in side view (a,a´) and top view (b,b´).
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